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Convict Trash 
Run 1820 – 31st January 2022 
Hare: Dundee - Loftus 

 
Starters Gun  
 
To quote our RA, Loftus oval was known as a poofter’s hangout and he has wondered why Dundee 
likes setting runs from this location so much. 
 
With grey skies and rain threatens, the runners and walkers took off to explore the beautiful 
surrounding bush which was as lovely as ever. There is something so very nice about wandering 
through the Australian bush. 
 

Birthdays  – Doublebangher and Grenade 
 
Age is something that doesn’t matter, unless you are a cheese! 
 
 

 
 

Run Review by Merkin  
 
Dundee set a run, didn’t provide a map, but lots of toilet paper and chalk (blue). Duck fell over 
twice, and Sir Les once. I almost fell. Weather was kind to us 
 
Score -   9 out of 10. 
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We don’t stop laughing because we grow old --- we grow old because we 
stop laughing! 
 
RA’s Report  –   
 
Loftus 
 

- Named after Lord Augustus Loftus, Governor of NSW in late 1800’s 
-  
- A fairly small suburb, only 4,133 residents, and not surprising 86% were born in Australia 

(typical Shire suburb) 
-  
- Its only well known feature is the “Sydney Tramway Museum” paying tribute to the great 

old Trams of yesteryear. 
-  
- The original Trams stopped running in Sydney in 1961. Of course we have them returning 

over the past few years, but not as romantic as the old ones 
-  
- The Museum opened in 1965 at another location close by, and moved to its current location 

in 1988, as part of the Bicentenary celebrations 
 

- The building dates back to the 1880’s. 
 

- It is Australia’s oldest Tram Museum (and the only one?) and the largest in the Southern 
Hemisphere 
 

- Famous residents: 
 

o Adam Hills, Comedian and Host of “Spicks & Specs” 
o Warren Brown – Cartoonist 

 
Average House price $1.4 Million 

 
 

Youth lasts much longer than young people think. 
 
Prickette   
 
Sir Les nominated Moa Goa for not providing Duck with “nudie” magazines while he was in 
isolation recovering from Covid 
 
Slotcard nominated Grenade – keeps skiting about her pool. How when she gets home, or gets hot 
she will hop into the pool. 
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Prick   
 
Merkin nominated Duck – you thank Moa for being such a good friend, bringing you coffee and 
fruit while you are isolating and Dirty is away, and you SMS her where is the run next week. Don’t 
you look at the Website? 
 
Duck nominated Merkin for not looking on the Website 
 
Dundee nominated Merkin and seconded Duck – he doesn’t look at anything 
 
Ringless nominated Merkin for wearing a torn shirt and blaming Brazilian for getting around to 
mending it 
 
 

Prick Merkin  Prickette Moa Goa  
 

Next Weeks’ Run  Hare – Grewsome – Peter Depena Park, Dolls Point  
On On there with Pizzas so bring along your chair and BYOG 
 

 
 
AGPU -  A Taste of Elegance ½ Formal ½ Normal 

 

The AGPU will be on Saturday 19th March at the Sylvania Bowling Club – yes the same 
place as our last AGPU.  
 
The theme for the night will be ½ formal ½ normal so dig out your tails and top hat to 
wear with your Hash shorts and thongs, or something like that.  
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Hare Line Committee Details - Website www.botanybayH3.com.au 

http://www.botanybayh3.com.au/

